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It takes all kinds of people to make this world, isn't it ? If you have

looked around you see people who range from being super

successful to absolute failures. Have you ever thought about what

creates this difference? Do you know that you and ...
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About Us

It takes all kinds of people to make this world, isn't it ? If you have looked around you see people who

range from being super successful to absolute failures. Have you ever thought about what creates

this difference? Do you know that you and only you have the choice of becoming not just successful

but being super successful.Well it is not a miracle. Just as riding a bicycle seems like a super

balancing act to those who cannot ride similarly being successful seems to be a difficult task for those

who don't seem to know the path.

Santosh Sakpal is an institute with a training mission with training programs for an individual to

organizations, from MLM companies to the Corparate sector.

Knowledge is one thing but translating it into practice needs training. At Santosh Sakpal we can

unleash your potential through training, coaching and consulting. In our training you will feel like

never before .. spirited, winner like and successful !

Santosh Sakpal will make you believe in yourself, because it believes in everyone having the

unlimited power that can be unleashed through its training programs.

For more information, please visit
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OTHER PRODUCTS

The Warriors Workshop Jano To Mano

Money Magic Workshop Be a Rocket Singh
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Santosh Sakpal Training & Consultancy
Contact Person: Santosh Sakpal

5,Ambika Bhavan, Pillani Society,Behind LG Showroom, Near Airoli Station, Airoli,
Navi Mumbai - 400708, Maharashtra, India
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